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Recognized as two of the world's leading authorities on the subject, Susan Herdman and
Richard Clendaniel, joined by a team of expert contributors, deliver the 4th Edition of the field's
definitive text on the management of vestibular diseases and disorders. From assessment
through therapy, they present the scientific and clinical knowledge you need to distinguish
between vestibular and non-vestibular dizziness and to plan and implement the appropriate
treatments.

"Comprehensive, illuminating, accessible volume that takes the mystery out of EBP . . . should
be on every SLP and audiologists desk." -- Jon F. Miller, Ph.D.About the AuthorChristine
Dollaghan, Ph.D, Professor, Callier Center for Communication Disorders, University of Texas at
Dallas, 1966 Inwood Road, A.128, Dallas, TX 75235Christine Dollaghan is a professor at the
University of Texas at Dallas. Her research interests include child language development and
disorders, the validity of diagnostic measures, and the latent structure of diagnostic categories.
Her publications include The Handbook of Evidence-Based Practice in Communication
Disorders (Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co., 2007). She was awarded the Honors of the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association in 2012.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Excerpted from Chapter 1 of The Handbook for COMMUNICATION EVIDENCE–
BASED PRACTICE in DISORDERS, by CHRISTINE A. DOLLAGHAN, PH.D., CCC–
SLPCopyright © 2007 by Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. All rights reserved. No part of this
excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.EVIDENCE–BASED PRACTICE: AN EXPANDED DEFINITIONIt sometimes seems as
though evidence–based practice (EBP) is taking over the world. EBP is a key topic of discussion
(and controversy) in fields as diverse as clinical laboratory science (e.g., McQueen, 2001),
nursing (e.g., Rutledge, 2005), physical medicine and rehabilitation (e.g., Cicerone, 2005),
occupational therapy (e.g., Tse, Lloyd, Penman, King, & Bassett, 2004), psychology (e.g.,
Wampold, Lichtenberg, & Waehler, 2005), psychiatry (e.g., Hamilton, 2005), and education
(e.g., Odom, Brantlinger, Gersten, Horner, Thompson, & Harris, 2005). Sessions on EBP began
appearing on the program of the annual convention of the American Speech–Language–
Hearing Association (ASHA) in 1999, and the move toward EBP has been endorsed in an ASHA
technical report (ASHA, 2004) and position statement (ASHA, 2005a). An evidence–based
orientation can even be found in a book about the success that resulted for a baseball team
when prospective players were evaluated with objective performance measures in addition to
the subjective impressions of baseball scouts (Lewis, 2003).Its rapid spread notwithstanding,
EBP has generated negative as well as positive reactions. Most criticisms can be traced to
several problems with the way that the phrase has come to be understood. One problem is that



the EBP "movement" seems to imply that until EBP came along, practitioners were basing their
clinical decisions on something other than evidence, which is simply not true. In addition, most
people seem to think that EBP involves only research evidence, which also is not true. Sackett,
Rosenberg, Gray, Haynes, and Richardson (1996) originally defined evidence–based medicine
as "â€¦ the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making
decisions about the care of individual patients â€¦ [by] integrating individual clinical expertise
with the best available external clinical evidence from systematic research" (p. 71). Both
research evidence and clinical expertise were a part of this original definition, and a third
component (the patient's perspective) was added to the subsequent definition of EBP as ". . . the
integration of best research evidence with clinical expertise and patient values" (Sackett, Straus,
Richardson, Rosenberg, & Haynes, 2000, p. 1). Despite the inclusion of clinical expertise and
patient values in definitions of EBP, it is clear that the emphasis on scientific evidence has
overshadowed the other two components.As a way of bringing all three components into focus,
I'd like to suggest that we think of EBP as requiring not one but three kinds of evidence, and the
abbreviation E3BP will be used to help keep all three types of evidence in mind. Accordingly, the
definitions discussed previously will be adapted (Sackett et al., 1996, 2000), and in this
handbook we will define E3BP as the conscientious, explicit, and judicious integration of 1) best
available external evidence from systematic research, 2) best available evidence internal to
clinical practice, and 3) best available evidence concerning the preferences of a fully informed
patient.This definition will allow us to circumvent several criticisms and confusions that have
bedeviled the previous concept of evidence–based practice and its progenitor, evidence–based
medicine (e.g., Cohen, Stavri, & Hersch, 2004; Rees, 2000). For one thing, the definition of
E3BP clearly distinguishes between external and internal sources of strong evidence and
highlights the importance of both for clinical decision making. Evidence internal to clinical
practice with a particular patient is an important complement to external evidence from
systematic research because although high–quality external evidence can reveal valuable
information about average patterns of performance across groups of patients, its applicability to
an individual patient is unknown (Bohart, 2005). Conversely, high–quality internal evidence from
clinical practice with an individual patient is surely relevant to making decisions about that
patient (Guyatt et al., 2000), although its applicability to other patients or groups of patients is
likewise unknown.Those who work in behavioral sciences, and especially in communication
sciences and disorders, have an advantage when it comes to obtaining strong internal evidence
because of experience with well–developed single–subject methodologies (e.g., Horner, Carr,
Halle, McGee, Odom, & Wolery, 2005) for measuring change in individual patients. Although the
need for such methods is clear, Sackett et al. (2000) acknowledged that the use of such
methods in medicine is in its infancy. The expanded definition emphasizes that strong evidence
internal to clinical practice can and must be incorporated to make E3BP a reality in
communication disorders.Finally, E3BP also requires strong evidence about our patients' beliefs,
preferences, hopes, and fears (e.g., McMurtry & Bultz, 2005) concerning the clinical options that



face them. To paraphrase Sullivan (2003, p. 1595), "facts known only by practitioners need to be
supplemented by values known only by patients." Incorporating this third type of evidence
requires that we develop a shared understanding of our clients' perspectives, as well as
ensuring that clients comprehend their clinical alternatives so that they can express meaningful
preferences.You may have noticed that the expanded definition of E3BP does not refer
specifically to clinical expertise, which was a key component of the original definitions by Sackett
et al. (1996, 2000). That is because in my view clinical expertise is not a separate piece of the
E3BP puzzle but rather the glue by which the best available evidence of all three kinds is
integrated in providing optimal clinical care.PRECONDITIONS TO E3BPAccording to this
expanded definition, successful E3BP has three preconditions:Uncertainty about whether a
clinical action is optimal for a clientProfessional integrity (comprising honesty, respectfulness,
awareness of one's biases, and openness to the need to change one's mind)Application of four
principles that underpin clinical ethical reasoning: beneficence (maximizing benefit),
nonmaleficence (minimizing harm), autonomy (self–determination), and justice (fairness)Thus,
E3BP requires honest doubt about a clinical issue, awareness of one's own biases, a respect for
other positions, a willingness to let strong evidence alter what is already known, and constant
mindfulness of ethical responsibilities to patients (e.g., Kaldjian, Weir, & Duffy, 2005; Miller,
Rosenstein, & DeRenzo, 1998).The crucial role of uncertainty in E3BP is worth emphasizing.
Seeking evidence not in an effort to reduce honest uncertainty but rather in an effort to prove
what one already believes is contrary to the fundamental thrust of E3BP. It is also likely to be a
waste of time, because any contradictory evidence will be ignored or discounted in favor of
evidence that supports one's point of view.Awareness of the powerful and distorting effects of
subjective bias has been a major impetus for the evidence–based orientation. All people have
biases or preconceived notions that frame, organize, and often simplify their perception of the
world. Francis Bacon was one of the first to address the ways in which biases can weaken the
ability to seek, recognize, and acknowledge strong evidence."The human understanding, once it
has adopted opinions, either because they were already accepted and believed, or because it
likes them, draws everything else to support and agree with them. And though it may meet a
greater number and weight of contrary instances, it will, with great and harmful prejudice, ignore
or condemn or exclude them by introducing some distinction, in order that the authority of those
earlier assumptions may remain intact and unharmed."(1620, cited in Meehl, 1997a, p. 94) In
short, our strong preference for what we already believe to be true makes us poor judges of
whether it actually is true.How important is it to test the validity of subjective beliefs? That
depends at least partly on their consequences. Testing the validity of a personal belief (say, in
the existence of extraterrestrials) is not important if that belief has no impact on other people. But
when a belief has the potential to harm other people, testing its validity is imperative. Meehl
(1997a) provided an example in his description of the Malleus Malleficarum, a book published in
1487 that addressed an important diagnostic problem at the time: how to identify witches. Meehl
noted that its authors were respected experts who grounded their detailed list of diagnostic



indicators firmly in what was known at that time—that witches existed, that they were dangerous,
and that they needed to be identified in order to protect innocent people. Despite the authors'
good intentions, of course, their work actually led to enormous harm for many innocent people
who were diagnosed as witches and then treated by drowning, burning at the stake, and so
forth. Only when these widely accepted, expert views about witches were tested using more
objective criteria did belief in them gradually wane.As many have noted (e.g., Barrett–Connor,
2002; Meehl, 1997a; Sackett, Haynes, Guyatt, & Tugwell, 1991), it is not difficult to find more
recent examples of clinical recommendations that, although based on the beliefs and good
intentions of experts, turned out to be ineffective or even harmful when subjected to rigorous
scientific testing. The newspaper this week probably contained at least one such report. Growing
awareness of the limitations of subjective beliefs, even from experts, as a basis for decisions
about patients' lives explains why external evidence from scientific research is one of the three
cornerstones of EBP. Although complete objectivity may be an unrealistic goal (e.g., Hegelund,
2005), the idea that evidence should be as free as possible from the distorting effects of an
observer's subjective bias(es) or expectations is one of the most important contributions of the
evidence–based perspective.The significance of avoiding subjective biases, especially when
they might result in harm, also is related to four principles of clinical ethical reasoning (e.g.,
Kaldjian, Weir, & Duffy, 2005). The principle of beneficence obligates us to practice in a manner
that is maximally beneficial to our patients. The principle of nonmaleficence obligates us to avoid
harming our patients. The principle of autonomy (a relatively recent addition in the literature on
medical ethics) obliges us to respect the right of patients to have the power to determine what
happens to them based on a full understanding of the risks and benefits of the options that face
them. The principle of justice obliges us to practice in a fair, nondiscriminatory manner. You
might be familiar with these principles in connection with the protection of human subjects in
research because balancing potential benefits and harms is a topic of well–publicized
discussion when participants are harmed by research. However, these same principles apply to
the protection of patients during clinical practice, and they can be particularly helpful in
situations in which the best available evidence from external research, from clinical practice, and
from a fully informed patient does not converge neatly on the same clinical decision.ORIGINS
AND EVOLUTION OF EVIDENCE–BASED PRACTICEWith the definition and preconditions of
E3BP in mind, it is time for some historical context. How and why did the evidence–based
orientation originate? The enormous increase in research literature, in medicine, and in other
fields was one major impetus (Sackett et al., 2000). For example, a recent search for information
on communication disorders in PubMed, an electronic database, yielded a total of nearly 40,000
citations, and about 8,000 of these were to articles published in the past 5 years. The sheer
number of publications presents practitioners with a serious challenge in finding and using the
information they need in making decisions about their patients' health. One of the original goals
of evidence–based medicine was to assist practitioners in rapidly finding and using the wheat
available in the literature and spending a minimum amount of time with the chaff.The evidence–



based framework has also been compelled by the lack of unanimity that is a common feature of
the research literature concerning a particular clinical question. Because findings, conclusions,
and clinical implications from different studies often vary, clinicians needed a systematic,
defensible, and practicable process for deciding which external evidence should carry the most
weight in their decision making. This need has resulted in more than 100 systems for rating
external evidence (Lohr, 2004). All such evidence–ranking schemes involve a set of criteria for
evaluating the quality of evidence so that the best current external evidence can be identified
readily, consistently, and transparently.Rating External Evidence: The Oxford HierarchyOne of
the first, most comprehensive, and most influential systems for rating evidence is the Oxford
Centre for Evidence–Based Medicine Levels of Evidence (Phillips et al., 2001; http://
www.cebm.net/levels_of_evidence.asp). One of the strengths of the Oxford system is its explicit
acknowledgment that no single set of criteria applies to every kind of evidence, and different
rating criteria are needed according to whether evidence concerns treatment, prognosis,
diagnosis/screening, differential diagnosis, and health care economics.The working group
responsible for the Oxford system characterized it as a work in progress and acknowledged one
weakness of the system—its emphasis on the internal validity of external evidence and
particularly on research design as the primary basis for assigning evidence to a level. As shown
in Table 1.1, for example, evidence concerning therapy that was derived from expert opinion
without critical appraisal, or by induction or inference alone, is ranked lowest (Level 5) because
of its potential to be affected by subjective bias and other sources of error. At the other end of
the hierarchy (Level 1a) is evidence that has been found consistently across multiple studies
conducted so as to minimize the potential for results to be contaminated by subjective bias or
other sources of error.Although these "quality extremes" are easy to recognize, most empirical
evidence falls somewhere in–between, and the characteristics that distinguish among the
intermediate levels are not always transparent. Research design (i.e., whether a study is a
randomized controlled trial, a cohort study, a case study, and so forth) is the most salient factor
that differentiates the levels, but qualifiers such as good quality, poor quality, and well conducted
are also used to distinguish among levels in the Oxford system. Many of the additional quality
indicators are discussed in the evidence–based medicine literature, but as of this writing they
have not been incorporated explicitly into the original Oxford system. Accordingly, many
subsequent evidence rating systems have failed to include factors other than research design in
their criteria for evaluating evidence. In fact, research design is so heavily emphasized in extant
evidencerating schemes that it is easy to make the mistake of thinking that certain kinds of
designs guarantee high–quality evidence. In reality, studies with highly ranked designs can yield
invalid or unimportant evidence just as studies with less highly rated designs can provide crucial
evidence. It is increasingly clear that "even within randomized controlled trials, quality is an
elusive metric" (Berlin & Rennie, 1999, p. 1083) and one that may not be reducible to a single
numeric rating (Glasziou, Vandenbroucke, & Chalmers, 2004).Later in this handbook you will
learn how to weigh several dimensions of quality, not just research design, in deciding which



external evidence should influence your clinical decision making. For now, two points about
evidencelevel schemes need to be emphasized. First, assigning evidence to a level requires
knowing more than the type of research design employed in the study from which the evidence
came. Second, characterizing evidence with a single numerical rating too often encourages an
all–or–none mentality in which evidence with a rank lower than the top is completely discounted
and evidence from a study at the highest rank is assumed to be definitive. As we will see, neither
one of these perspectives is accurate.This is a good place to clarify another point of confusion
about evidencebased practice—that it does not require or depend on clinical practice guidelines
(CPGs) that have been defined as "systematically developed statements to assist practitioner
and patient decisions about appropriate health care for specific clinical circumstances" (Institute
of Medicine, 1990, p. 38). CPGs ideally result from the efforts of a broadly representative and
skilled group of individuals who conduct a comprehensive literature search for evidence relevant
to answering one or more well–formulated questions about a particular clinical condition,
conduct independent critical appraisals of the existing literature using well–specified criteria,
summarize the strength of the evidence concerning the benefits and harms of specific courses
of clinical action, and synthesize their findings into a set of recommendations reflecting the
strength of the scientific evidence for or against the alternative courses of action. Systematic
reviews and meta–analyses (which will be discussed later) also review, critique, and synthesize
the literature on a topic, but unlike CPGs, they do not reflect the additional step of developing
formal recommendations for clinical actions based on the quality and quantity of the scientific
evidence.CPGs are most useful when they are based on a large number of highquality studies,
when they are developed in a way that minimizes the potential impact of subjective bias, and
when their transitory nature and the need for frequent updating to incorporate new evidence are
acknowledged. At present, there are a number of examples of CPGs on a single topic that were
developed by different review groups that yield conflicting views of the evidence and
contradictory recommendations to practitioners. Thus, CPGs must also be appraised critically
with the themes of validity and importance in mind. To this end, a common set of quality
indicators for CPGs has been proposed (Cluzeau et al., 2003).In short, carefully conducted and
current CPGs may be helpful with respect to the external research component of E3BP, but
E3BP may lead to clinical decisions that differ from those recommended in a CPG. Again, a
CPG should not be viewed as dictating clinical care but rather as a potential source of external
evidence to be considered when using E3BP to make decisions about clinical care.E3BP: A
REALITY CHECKWe face myriad clinical decisions about unique patients every day in practice
settings that likewise have unique requirements and resources. The calculus of integrating all of
these variables with three kinds of best evidence for clinical practice sounds daunting if not
completely impossible. Does E3BP demand that we have the best available external, internal,
and patient–preference evidence to back up every clinical decision we make for every patient we
see? If not, what are the circumstances under which we should view E3BP not just as a noble
ideal but rather as something more like an ethical mandate?These questions do not have easy



answers, but the notions of honest (unbiased) uncertainty and clinical ethical reasoning provide
a way to approach them. For example, there are many clinical decisions for which high–quality
external evidence is not available. Although estimates vary, studies suggest that even in
medicine, where strong epidemiologic research methods have been employed for more than 30
years, less than half of treatment decisions can be supported by the highest level of external
evidence (Djulbegovic et al., 1999; Michaud, McGowan, van der Jagt, Wells, & Tugwell, 1998).
There are probably just as many clinical actions for which external, internal, and patient
preference evidence is equivocal—that is, no one clinical approach can be shown to be
substantially superior to its alternatives. In such cases, competent and ethically responsible
clinicians can readily justify decisions based on their own education and experience in
conjunction with the progress and positive reactions of their patients. It is when honest and
unbiased clinicians recognize that there is cause for uncertainty about the optimal clinical
decision that E3BP provides a very helpful tool.Unfortunately, uncertainty is not a perfect guide
to deciding when to use E3BP in a more formal or explicit manner because everyone has had
the experience of being 100% certain of something that was later found to be wrong. Barrett–
Connor (2002) paraphrased Pickering (1964) on the essential tension between certainty and
questioning that faces clinical scientists."If you are a clinician, you must believe that you know
what will help your patient; otherwise, you cannot counsel, you cannot prescribe. If you are a
scientist, however, you must be uncertain—a scientist who no longer asks questions is a bad
scientist." (p. 30)If clinicians recognize the need to review their patients' progress and their own
performance in an unbiased fashion, to update their knowledge on a regular basis, and to
question their subjective beliefs and assumptions, E3BP provides a way to balance the roles of
clinician and scientist.The remainder of this handbook is organized as follows. Chapter 2
discusses how to turn uncertainty into the kinds of questions needed for productive and efficient
evidence searches. Chapter 3 concerns searching for external evidence. Chapters 4 and 5
provide overviews of validity and importance, two of the most important criteria for determining
whether evidence is sufficiently credible and strong that it could alter one's current clinical
approach (e.g., Ebell, 1998). Chapters 6 and 7 show how to apply these ideas in appraising
evidence from individual studies of treatment and diagnosis, respectively, and Chapter 8
describes how to evaluate evidence reports that synthesize findings from multiple studies.
Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 discuss the validity and importance of evidence from clinical practice
and evidence concerning patient preferences, respectively. And finally, Chapter 11 discusses
what might lie beyond evidence–based practice in the future of communication disorders.Read
more
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tal g., “The most updated book for vestibular rehab. This is the bible for vestibular
rehabilitationVery comprehensive and thoroughIt could of used more editing mostly in the tables
or pictures area.Also, a bit more relevant information on the nistagmus and its direction and an
explanation for a positive test in the specific illustration and to note witch side is the affected side
if the test is positive or negative”

BKT, “Very informative book!. I ordered this for my brother. After receiving it, he said, "It's packed
with information. There are a lot of medical terms, but I can handle those. In addition to the half
dozen chapters on actual therapy, there are a good number of chapters at the beginning giving
fundamental ideas and definitions, and it's very organized and useful. This is a great book. Along
with the therapeutic exercises, the author explains, in detail, *what* an exercise accomplishes,
and that's a big help, as the information I got off YouTube (and Google) was a bunch of how-to,
without much *why*.  And the book is much more complete than anything I've seen before."”

Gloria Singer, “Liked it as much as a non professional can like .... Liked it as much as a non
professional can like a text book. I was able to learn how my brain was injured.”

Clint, “Very detailed and easy to read. Very detailed and easy to read. Just a couple chapters
into it, but so far, I can tell I'll be a BPPV expert in no time!!”

lovetocook, “Four Stars. Good resource for understanding”

JMarrs, “This is the "bible" of vestibular dysfunction and treatment. .... This is the "bible" of
vestibular dysfunction and treatment. As a PT who works with patients with vestibular
dysfunction I have found this book invaluable. A must have for any PT working with patients with
vestibular disorders.”

Donncha, “Ignore the 1 star review commenting on packaging and buy this book for the amazing
clinical content. A pivotal book for anyone working in vestibular rehabilitation or balance
rehabilitation. The previous post is misleading particularly as it comments on the packaging and
not the actual content or expertise that Susan Herdman and Ric Clendaniel (with many co-
authors) deliver in well written, clinically relevant and numerous chapters across the spectrum of
many vestibular disorders.Essential reading and a book every physiotherapy department should
have particularly with such a strong evidence base for vestibular rehabilitation.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Fantastic book.”

Dr Gregory, “Questa è la Bibbia della riabilitazione vestibolare..... un MUST. Questo libro al



momento è il miglior libro in materia. Gli autori sono molto conosciuti nel settore e il libro è
fondamentale per chi si occupa di riabilitazione vestibolare; utile per l'otorino, il neurologo, il
vestibulologo, e per terapiste di riab neurovestibolare.”

Diana, “Universitario. Da studiare”

The book by Fern Sussman has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 82 people have provided feedback.
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